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Mission & Overview
Community Ready Corps (CRC): CRC is a Black self-determination 
organization based in Oakland, California, that works to build 
capacity in 9 specific areas through our Black Solidarity Process 
and Plan of Action. We have been a critical force within Bay Area 
social movements and social movements nationally for over 
two decades. Our leadership and core staff are Black community 
leaders who have experienced first-hand the multitude of harms 
caused by white supremacy and are deeply committed to the 
safety, survival, and self-determination of Black people, not just 
here in Oakland, but all over the world. 

Black Solidarity Fund (BSF): The BSF is the first Black-led fund of 
its kind nationally. Through this Fund, CRC resources and supports 
Black organizations and incubates and mentors emerging Black 
leaders and new organizations. 

What is Black self-determination?
For us, Black self-determination means that the Black community 
has the right to decide what’s best for them without outside 
interference or imposition, and the ability to bring about what 
they need. 

Why establish the Black Solidarity Fund?
Traditional philanthropy underfunds Black-led organizing, pits 
Black organizations against each other for limited funding, isn’t 
accessible to the most disenfranchised, and doesn’t fund power 
building. With the Black Solidarity Fund, we are creating an 
effective alternative to build Black solidarity and work toward 
actualizing Black self-determination. Our work is grounded 
in the Black Solidarity Process, a community wide vision for 
Black self-determination that was created through an extensive 
engagement process with hundreds of diverse Black community 
members.

Connect with and follow us:
BlackSolidarity.org

grants@blacksolidarity.org

Community Ready Corps

community_ready_corp

https://blacksolidarity.org/process
https://blacksolidarity.org/process
https://blacksolidarity.org/process
https://blacksolidarity.org/process
http://www.blacksolidarity.org
mailto:grants%40blacksolidarity.org?subject=
http://www.facebook.com/communityreadycorps
https://www.instagram.com/community_ready_corp/
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Contribution & Commitment
Community Giveaways: since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have 
consistently held regular giveaways of PPE, grocery giftcards, clothing, fresh 
produce, and culturally appropriate informational brochures in high traffic 
areas of Black neighborhoods. Through these efforts, we are filling critical 
needs, supporting local Black businesses, and building thousands of diverse 
relationships across the community to organize for self-determination. The 
following numbers show just some of the impact of our giveaways from 
2020 through 2023.

200,000+
people supported

45,000+
produce bags 

distributed

12,000+
grocery gift 

cards distributed

35,000+
PPE kits 

distributed

17,000+
Clothing kits 
distributed
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Contribution & Commitment
Community Clean-ups: illegal dumping has been one of the 
top concerns of Oakland residents since the City imposed 
severe austerity-driven budget cuts to the Public Works 
Department in response to the financial crisis of 2008, and 
remains a top concern. Piles of trash can be seen on the streets 
and sidewalks near parks, schools, and libraries, particularly 
in disenfranchised neighborhoods. Our founders began 
doing clean-ups in Oakland’s most neglected neighborhoods 
when we first came to Oakland in the early 1990s, and have 
continued community clean-ups ever since. In August 2023, 
we were able to purchase our own garbage truck to ramp up 
these contribution & commitment efforts.

20+
community
clean-ups

(Aug-Dec 2023)

Popularizing Service
We know social media is an effective tool to reach the people. We take videos of our Contribution & Commitment Giveaways and Clean-ups 
not out of self-promotion. Rather, we publicize in an attempt to popularize service, contribution, compassion and love for our communities.
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Black Solidarity Fund
Since its launch in 2019, the BSF has supported the community through funding, training, mentorship, and security support. Here’s a snapshot 
of the BSF’s impact & reach from 2020-2022:

Spotlight: Moms 4 Housing
Moms 4 Housing (M4H) is a group of homeless and marginally housed Black mothers who came together 
in 2019 to occupy a speculator-owned house in West Oakland to reclaim housing as a human right. The 
BSF was the sole funder of M4H until after the militarized eviction that brought them international media 
attention. CRC played a critical role in supporting the occupation through funding, daily security, media 
training, legal coordination, and negotiation support with the investors who owned the property. CRC and 
the BSF provided critical support from the beginning to make this action possible in a way that no other 
foundation could have or would have before M4H received international media attention. 

150+
organizations
& individuals

funded

$1.9M+
redistributed

from the Black 
Solidarity Fund

Oakland, 
Berkeley, &

San Francisco

Chicago

New York City

Jamaica

Columbus

Sacramento
& Stockton

Los Angeles

Monroe
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Finances
From 2020 through 2022, CRC raised over $6.4 million. The following charts summarize the break-down of how we used these funds. 

Individual Contributions

88.2%

2020-2022 Revenue Summary 2020-2022 Expense Summary

Govt. Funding

0%

Grants

11.8%

BSF Grants

29.7% 9 Area Program Expenses 

22.6%

Overhead

14.4%
Job Training Program 

24%

Giveaways

9.2%

Total contributed directly to the community from 2020 through 2022: over $4 million
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A small collection of CRC’s giveaway and event postings, 2020-2023
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A small collection of CRC’s giveaway and event postings, 2020-2023
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Our Strategy of Change: Contribution and Commitment
Contribution Continuum: our work is grounded in commitment and contribution through our strategy of change which we call the “contribution 
continuum”. The continuum starts with committed, consistent contribution, connecting with people by contributing to their basic needs. 
From there, it builds toward cultivating those relationships by contributing to people’s capacities to meet their own needs, converting CRC’s 
programs into people’s programs that are run by the initial beneficiaries of the programs, and finally collaborating with those new community 
formations to build power around the Black Solidarity Process and Pathway to Action. All of our work is grounded in this strategy of change, 
including how we mentor and incubate new community organizations through the Black Solidarity Fund. Learn more >

Black Solidarity Fund (BSF): The BSF is a unique and effective alternative to philanthropy; it acts like a foundation in the sense that it 
redistributes funds to a broad network of organizations working nationally and internationally toward the same vision. But it differs from 
traditional philanthropy in how it operates:

• Led by a grassroots organization
• Builds collaboration and solidarity by funding many Black-led organizations working toward the same vision
• Accessible to the most disenfranchised people because we have deep relationships within disenfranchised communities
• Funds projects earlier: before a project has fiscal sponsorship, a budget, grant writing abilities, connections to funders, a “proven track 

record”, etc.
• Offers effective, culturally relevant mentorship and support 

Contribution Cultivation Conversion Collaboration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxW8eZqTvfY
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Our Strategy of Change: 
The Role of White Allies
CRC created and directly leads Community Ready 
Corps Allies & Accomplices (CRCAA), a white 
solidarity formation that organizes white people 
to fight white supremacy and support Black 
self-determination by practicing the 5 Methods 
to Divest of White Power and Weaponize White 
Privilege. The 5 Methods are a framework we 
developed as a set of protocols and parameters 
to structure our political relationship with white 
people in a way that does not compromise our 
commitment to Black self-determination. Since 
2018, CRCAA has organized thousands of white 
people to practice the 5 Methods, in the Bay Area, 
nationally and internationally. 

We created CRCAA because we believe that 
white people can and must be organized to play 
a strategic and necessary role in the struggle 
against white supremacy.

Our fundraising strategy is based in one of the 
5 Methods, Divestment, which we define as 
returning stolen and hoarded wealth. Divestment 
and the Black Solidarity Fund go together as 
two parts of the same strategy to shift white 
monopoly control of wealth to Black community 
control. CRCAA’s Divestment work has significantly 
expanded in the last few years, directly supporting 
CRC’s programs and the Black Solidarity Fund.

Why Divestment?
Although white people are a small minority of the global population, white people 
have monopoly control of wealth on planet Earth. White people acquired this 
monopoly control through anti-Blackness - the processes of colonization, slavery, 
and imperialism. All white people have been implicated in these processes, though 
they have differing levels of access to the wealth and power accumulated thereby. 

White monopoly control of wealth is the primary mechanism by which white 
supremacy perpetuates itself. If white people are serious about ending white 
supremacy, they have to change their relationship (individually and collectively) to 
this stolen, hoarded wealth. 

CRC’s 5 Methods to Divest of White Power & Weaponize 
White Privilege

• Method #1 - EDUCATION
Learn about how white supremacy has shaped the world around you, and build 
anti-racist awareness by sharing what you learn with other white people. 

• Method #2 - ORGANIZATION 
Build relationships inside the white community that are capable of collective 
action to end white supremacy and support Black self-determination. 

• Method #3 - CONTRIBUTION NOT CONTROL
Contribute your skills, knowledge, and labor to work that Black people are 
leading, without demanding decision-making power. 

• Method #4 - INTERVENTION 
Take responsibility for preventing white people from harming Black communities. 

• Method #5 - DIVESTMENT
Return stolen and hoarded wealth. 

Are you a white person interested in practicing the 5 Methods with CRCAA? 
Visit www.the5methods.org to learn more and contact us. 

http://www.the5methods.org
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CRC Programs
CRC has been leading efforts in neighborhood and event security as an alternative to policing for the last 20 years. In doing so we have been 
instrumental in protecting our community and our movement, keeping movement leaders, especially Black women, safe and enabling essential 
work to happen. And we have modeled transformative systems of community accountability, care, and protection that create safety and stability, 
shifting from manufactured, chaotic conditions rooted in predatory systems intended to program or punish. Our engagement includes standing 
on the front lines, coalition building, conflict mediation between community members and organizations, logistics planning, and ongoing security 
efforts to support countless cultural and movement events, marches, and rallies. We also offer self-defense workshops and trainings, and 
disseminate self-defense videos on social media to build up our community’s capacity to keep ourselves safe. 

• Highlight (Oakland, California): CRC provides security using our unique harm reduction security model to local small businesses, including 
the Laurel Business Improvement District and Oakland’s beloved Everett & Jones. 

• Highlight (New York City and Berkeley, California): CRC has supported faith institutions and community organizations facing hate crimes 
and fascist threats of violence from Berkeley to New York City providing security and advising on best security practices. 

• Highlight: MLK Day March 2021 - CRC does security for the annual Reclaim MLK Day March in Oakland. In 2021, when the Reclaim MLK 
car caravan went to Alameda to visit the home of District Attorney Nancy O’Malley, a white neighbor came outside and threatened the 
protestors, brandishing a semi-automatic rifle. Our security successfully de-escalated the armed man and got everyone out of the 
neighborhood safely. The Black Solidarity Fund makes it possible for us to train up community members to do this kind of security for the 
protest movement, which is critical in this era of white supremacists attacking and sometimes killing protestors on the Left. 

BSF Incubation
• Pathways 2 Peace (Oakland, California): a comprehensive mentoring program designed to support and empower people coming home 

from prison to successfully transition into the community, and to build positive and fulfilling lives.

• From the Cage to the Stage (Oakland, California): uses comedy and other forms of entertainment art to bring communities together. From 
the Cage to the Stage gives at-risk youth and formerly incarcerated people a platform to express themselves, and provides mentoring and 
job training to break the cycles of criminalization and incarceration. 

• KANO Special Services/Guiding A New Generation (GANG) (Oakland, California): these organizations are comprised of and run by formerly 
incarcerated people who are involved in violence interruption and mentoring the most at-risk youth. 

Program Details: Self-Defense and Safety

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to claim self defense as a fundamental human right. We aspire and commit to end violence 
against Black people, externally and internally. To do this we need to transition away from manufactured, chaotic conditions rooted in predatory 
programming and punitive systems to transformative systems of community accountability and defense that create safety and stability.”

https://www.cbsnews.com/sanfrancisco/news/beloved-oakland-barbeque-spot-everett-jones-hit-twice-by-burglars-in-2-days/
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Program Details: Economics and Prosperity

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to manufacture self-determined economic prosperity. We aspire and commit to a transition 
from a violent, unsustainable, predatory economy to a collaborative, regenerative, compassionate economy. To do this we need to create our 
own systems for meeting the needs of our people, and to end the exploitation of Black creativity, ingenuity, and labor.”

CRC Programs
• Buy Black Campaign: CRC regularly supports Black-owned businesses and the Black 

community through a Buy Black campaign where we sponsor free meals, tickets, 
or gift cards at local Black businesses. This campaign stimulates economic growth 
in the Black community and has enabled many small, Black-owned businesses in 
Oakland to survive the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

• Black Solidarity Market: In 2021, CRC established the Black Solidarity Market at Lake 
Merritt, a regular vendor market to uplift and support Black entrepreneurs, artists, 
and musicians in showcasing and selling their work to the public. The market created 
space for Black people to come together, imagine, and practice building power and 
self-determination: creating our own economic systems to meet the needs of our 
people and support artists who produce empowering, life affirming, authentic 
reflections of Black people and culture. And in doing so to counter the exploitation 
of Black creativity, ingenuity, and labor.

 » Black Solidarity Market in the media

BSF Incubation
• The DEEP Grocery Co-op (Oakland, California): The DEEP is a worker-owned 

grocery cooperative dedicated to restoring the East Oakland Community with fresh 
organic produce, community education, and cooperative economics, prioritizing the 
wellbeing of Black and Brown people. The BSF is currently supporting the DEEP in 
growing their capacity to serve their community. Watch the video >

https://www.postnewsgroup.com/black-solidarity-week-at-lake-merritt-in-oakland/
https://thedeepgrocery.coop/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Casnz1HJhCF/
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CRC Programs
• Youth Programs: Youth organizing is core to our work. We 

believe that there are primary and secondary predators: 
primary predators are white supremacist structures and the 
predatory conditions they create. Secondary predators are 
disenfranchised people who attempt to mimic methods of 
the primary predator in order to survive. This often looks like 
youth in our communities dealing drugs, robbing, etc. Our 
work aims to mentor and organize youth away from being 
secondary predators and toward being primary protectors 
and providers. We engage youth in all of our programming, 
training and mentoring them to build critical life skills and take 
leadership on key issues in their communities. 

• Disseminating culturally appropriate information: For 
example, at the beginning of the pandemic, CRC distributed 
critical information from Black medical professionals geared 
at the Black community about the COVID-19 virus and how to 
protect yourself from it. 

BSF Incubation
• The Mhunzi Youth Program (Oakland, California and Monroe, 

Louisiana): teaches and mentors Black youth to develop skills 
in CRC’s 9 areas of self-determination

Program Details: Education and Competence

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to create systems of education that provide for the needs of our community. We aspire and 
commit to a transition from predatory education systems that only seek to profit from our communities and which diminish or exploit our 
capacity, to a system that generates competence, leadership, innovation, and esteem. To do this we need to build our community’s capacity to 
establish independent systems of education, research, journalism and for the dissemination of information in our community.”



BSF Incubation
• Moms 4 Housing (Oakland, California):  In 2019, several Black moms, independent of each other, came to Carroll Fife, a Black organizer who 

works closely with CRC, for help because they were struggling to keep themselves and their children safe while living without housing in 
Oakland. Carroll Fife brought the different Moms together and introduced the idea of Moms 4 Housing - taking collective action to reclaim 
housing from real estate speculators for Black families to live in. From there, this group of Black women decided to move their families into 
a vacant investor-owned property in West Oakland to make a political demand for immediate housing for Black children and families.

Community Ready Corps and the Black Solidarity Fund played a critical role in the successful occupation of “Moms’ House,” which made 
international news and sparked copycat actions around the world.

Now, Moms 4 Housing is an independent entity, with their own infrastructure, raising their own money to sustain their work - and they 
regularly collaborate with CRC to do giveaways, events, and new campaigns. 

• Kanju (Oakland, California): a youth-led organization established to be a safe space for Black girls to thrive and address concerns related 
to race and gender. 

Program Details: Family Systems and Stability

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to organize ourselves in whatever self-determined structures we need to raise our children 
and nurture our families. We aspire and commit to replacing systematic, destructive, dysfunctional, and predatory programming with family 
systems that foster love, compassion, and consideration. To do this we need to create a culture that fosters intentional, principled, peaceful 
self governance.”

15



CRC Programs
• Black Solidarity Week: CRC hosts a Black Solidarity Week annually to celebrate and uplift the Black community. Recent Black Solidarity 

Weeks have included cultural events, art performances, a day of service, Buy Black day, and a car caravan to demand investment in the 
Black community to achieve real public safety.

BSF Incubation
• Hampton House (Maywood, Illinois): the BSF raised a significant portion of the money needed to buy and restore the childhood home of 

Chairman Fred Hampton, Sr., the Chairman of the Chicago chapter of the Black Panther Party, so that it could become a museum carrying 
on the legacy of the Black Panthers. 

Program Details: Traditions and Ways

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to celebrate the power in our traditions, our spiritualities, and our faith practices. We aspire and 
commit to transition away from abusive, predatory practices and claims of religious exclusivity centered in the notion that there is only one 
way to practice spirituality. To do this we need to accept the multiplicity of religious expression and engage in those spiritualities, rituals, and 
practices which increase our power and our peace.”

16

https://www.savethehamptonhouse.org
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Program Details: Technology and Efficacy

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to use technology to shape our future, creating what we need for self-determination. We aspire 
and commit to transition away from being a community that consumes technology to a community that innovates, develops, and effectively 
utilizes technology for the advancement of our people. To do this, we need to equip Black people with the skills and resources needed to 
research, build, and develop technology that serves the needs of our community.”

10-Year Vision
We recognize that this is the least engaged of the 9 areas – one that the Black community is severely behind in. CRC has been connecting with 
Black engineers, programmers and technological innovators, and our goal for 2024 is to build on those relationships to develop capacity in this 
area.
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CRC Programs
• Art as a Tool (Oakland, California): The BSF sponsors artists, musicians, comedians, 

and filmmakers to create spaces for connection, restoration and rejuvenation for 
Black people that center Art as a Tool for healing and empowerment. The Art as 
a Tool program materially supports and uplifts Black artists while bringing Black 
people together for free cultural events. See one example here >

• CRC Media: CRC Media is a multi-pronged program that serves as the connective 
tissue across all the work of CRC and the BSF. By building a robust social media 
platform that reaches hundreds of thousands of people, this program:

• Employs, mentors, and trains Black videographers, photographers, and editors

• Popularizes service and propagates CRC’s strategy of change: Contribution 
and Commitment. For example, CRC partners with local Bay Area rappers 
such as Project Poppa, Buddha Avenue, Denmark Peoples, Mistah F.A.B., and 
Locksmith to promote the image of healthy contributors in our communities.

• Provides political education about Black self-determination

• Builds support for campaigns, such as the recent campaign to Stand with Mr. 
Lewis, a Black disabled elder who was born & raised in Oakland and is facing 
his tenth eviction attempt

• Creates compelling promotional content of organizations, businesses & 
individuals supported by the BSF, such as the DEEP Grocery Co-op, Grandeur, 
Mandela Foods Co-op, Marcus Books, and The Official Plant Queen, to name 
a few

Program Details: Art and Media

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to produce and distribute empowering, life affirming, and authentic images of ourselves. We 
aspire and commit to a transition from art that is designed to program us and move toward building Black power by resourcing Black creative 
brilliance. To do that we must support Black artists who produce empowering, life affirming, authentic images of Black people.”

Connect with and follow us on social media: Community Ready Corps community_ready_corp

https://www.instagram.com/p/CsZv_fGLt-Q/
http://www.facebook.com/communityreadycorps
https://www.instagram.com/community_ready_corp/
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CRC Programs
• Listening & Solidation Sessions: CRC regularly holds these sessions 

where they bring together experts and community members under 
the areas of self-determination to identify shared goals and actions. 
These sessions and the resulting Black Solidarity Process create the 
infrastructure for self-determined governance.

• CRC also creates and supports coalitions, including the Oakland 
Progressive Alliance and the 4 Peace Coalition. 

BSF Incubation
• Care 4 Community (Oakland, California): Care 4 Community (C4C) has a 

mission to dramatically increase the participation of Oakland residents 
in local government, in order to create the communities we want to see. 
Through our weekly canvassing shifts, monthly assemblies, and other 
trainings and events, C4C organizes Oakland residents, demystifies 
local government, and works to advance a progressive agenda in 
Oakland: to make housing a human right, to divest from policing to 
invest in community, to win climate & environmental justice for all, 
and to tax corporate wealth to increase investment in city services. 

Program Details: Politics and Governance

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to express power wherever power is being expressed, recognizing that status quo political 
systems are transitory and have not served the needs of Black people thus far. We aspire and commit to building our capacity to express our 
collective will in the existing governmental structures, while also building new, independent, truly democratic institutions. To do that we must 
extract maximum benefit from existing systems, while supporting Black people who work to establish independent systems, structures, and 
institutions.”
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CRC Programs
• Contribution and Commitment Giveaways (Oakland, California)

• Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, CRC has consistently held giveaways in high traffic areas of Black neighborhoods to 
meet the immediate material needs of the Black community. This includes grocery gift cards, fresh produce, PPE (masks and hand 
sanitizer), clothing, and culturally appropriate informational brochures. 

• Over the last three years, we have supported over 200,000 people by distributing 100,000 total gift cards and supply kits through 
our giveaways. In doing so, we have also put hundreds of thousands of dollars into the local Black businesses we partner with. These 
efforts have provided critical support to these businesses and to families, helping them survive the pandemic. And we have built 
relationships with thousands of people in the Black community, building a relationship of trust with the masses, not just key individuals. 

• Disaster Preparation (Oakland, California) 
• In 2019, we launched a program to proactively prepare and protect Oakland’s disenfranchised Black communities in the face of 

imminent natural disasters and white supremacy. This program aimed to address the gap in investment in white and Black communities 
by distributing resources and knowledge about earthquake preparedness to Oakland’s Black community, and building community 
leadership, cohesion, and power in the process. We developed a media strategy, distributed earthquake kits, held trainings, and 
mentored youth to take on leadership in protecting their community. 

• We quickly pivoted these efforts at the beginning of the pandemic to shift to COVID-19 response. 

• And we are now beginning to expand our efforts to again include broader disaster preparation, with a focus on earthquakes. We will be 
working with CERT-certified experts to develop a manual and curriculum for community trainings and kits for community distribution. 
These efforts will focus on earthquakes, because of their significant risk in California, and will include basic disaster preparation, fire 
safety, and injury management for a variety of possible emergencies.

Program Details: Health and Well-Being

“We have the right, the obligation, and the duty to heal from the violence and trauma of generations of experimentation and medical neglect. 
We aspire and commit to transitioning away from systems of medical neglect and experimentation and moving toward systems of maximum 
nurturing, healing, and health. To do this we must build Black people’s capacity to do research, to develop and innovate practices to provide 
effective, dignified healthcare and healing/wellness strategies for our communities.”
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Looking Ahead: Next 10 Years
Over the next ten years, we want to build off of our strong foundation and significantly expand the reach of our programs. We want to raise and 
redistribute $100 million through the Black Solidarity Fund, establish programs in all 9 areas of self-determination, and expand our work to at 
least 10 cities with significant Black populations.

CRC’s strong foundation in Oakland and deep relationships across the country will enable us to deepen our work in the Bay Area and effectively 
expand our work nationally and internationally over the next ten years with sufficient funding. 

In order to facilitate this continued expansion of our work, as well as our ability to support a vast network of revolutionary and visionary 
Black organizations and organizers across the globe working toward Black self-determination, CRC founders are establishing a new umbrella 
organization: the Solidarity Foundation. Community Ready Corps will be housed as the Foundation’s initial and core program, and the Black 
Solidarity Fund will be the primary funding mechanism. The formation of the Solidarity Foundation enables us to fund and lead critical work in 
addition to effectively mentoring and incubating new and emerging Black leaders and organizations. By doing so we play a unique and critical role 
in supporting the health and growth of the national and international movements for Black self-determination. 

In order to make our ten year vision happen, CRCAA will be significantly expanding their divestment efforts. Are you a white person interested 
in getting trained in Divestment and organizing other white people to divest to the BSF with you? Email info@the5methods.org to learn more!

mailto:info%40the5methods.org?subject=
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Our History
CRC has been a critical force within Bay Area social movements and social movements nationally for over two decades. Our 
leadership and core staff are Black community leaders who have experienced first-hand the multitude of harms caused by 
white supremacy and are deeply committed to the safety, survival, and self-determination of Black people, not just here in 
Oakland, but all over the world. 

CRC began building Black self-determination in West Oakland in the late 1980s. We ran a school, organized food and 
clothing drives, utilized martial arts programs to teach self-defense and self-discipline to Black youth, and developed 
our harm reduction community security model, providing security for Glide Church in San Francisco, the Laurel 
Business Improvement District, as well as numerous community organizations throughout Oakland. These 
deep roots fostered deep trust and relationships within the Black community, including street-level leaders. 

As a result, in 2009 CRC was called on to provide leadership in the Justice for Oscar Grant movement, 
CRC’s first campaign for police accountability which sustained mass protest activity over the course 
of 18 months, leading to the first ever conviction of a California police officer for killing a Black 
person. 

CRC’s movement building work has continued and evolved over the years, from 
co-chairing the Black August Organizing Committee lifting up the legacy of Black 
prisoner resistance, to planning logistics for the 2014 Black Friday BART shutdown 
that put Black Lives Matter on the map in the national media, to co-founding the 
Anti Police-Terror Project to serve families impacted by State violence, to
organizing the State of Black Oakland, to being one of the founding 
organizations of the Oakland Justice Coalition, and to escalating 
the housing justice movement with direct actions that won eviction 
moratoriums and strengthened tenant protections. 

We continue to expand our role and reach to address the most 
pressing issues facing the Black community and support the 
overall growth and health of the movement at large. 


